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10 OF THE HOTTEST BEAUTY BRANDS, ACCORDING TO GEN Z & MILLENNIAL FEMALES
OUR YOUTH BRAND TRACKER DIGS INTO THE BEAUTY BRANDS THAT GEN Z AND MILLENNIAL
WOMEN THINK ARE HOT RIGHT NOW…
With #selfcare and #selfies boosting profits in the beauty sector, brands in other categories
want a piece of the action, creating a real beauty gold rush. Unlikely brands are finding creative
ways to cash in on young consumers’ self-care obsession: According to Vox, “The beauty
business is so lucrative that Spotify and SodaStream want a piece of it too.” Bumble is
launching a skincare line, 7-Eleven sells their own makeup, SodaStream is touting the benefits
of washing your face with seltzer, and many more brands are getting in on the craze with their
own products. Others are coming together for surprising collabs, like Expedia and Estée
Lauder. Leveraging young consumers’ Treat Yo’Self mentalities could pay off for brands that
get into the beauty game.
Meanwhile, existing beauty brands are capitalizing on their Brandoms and turning products
into full blown experiences. The Cut reports that Sephora’s first festival, Sephoria: House of
Beauty, brought together 5,000 makeup addicts for a branded experience
extravaganza. Attendees could play Urban Decay slot machines for coveted cosmetic prizes,
make their own Make Up For Ever palettes, have a mini salon day at Dry Bar, or just sample all
their favorite brands and take advantage of the numerus photo ops.
Gen Z and Millennial women are driving this beauty mania. Not only is beauty one of the top
things they like to treat themselves to, their interest in new products and digital native brands
is upending the industry. And our youth brand tracker Ybrands keeps tabs on the beauty
brands they think are hot right now. This year, we’ve collected over 56,000 interviews that tell
us how young consumers feel about more than 300 brands. Here are the 10 beauty brands
that Gen Z and Millennial females tell us are hot:

*Ybrands measures young consumers’ relationships with a brand based on a weighted 6-point
scale, ranging from “Never heard of this brand” to “This brand is one of my favorites.” As part
of Ybrands’ “Brand Momentum” metric, we also ask respondents “Which of the following are
hot right now?” These are the top brands that were rated “hot,” among those who are aware of
the brand. The brands on this list are among the almost 300 brands included in the brand
tracker as of 11/6. Rankings are subject to change as more brands are added and removed.
Out of the almost 40 health and beauty brands that young females are asked about in our
Ybrands survey—ranging from big brands to buzzy startups—these are the 10 that each age
group says are hot right now. And Kylie Cosmetics is at the top of all their lists. According
to the Financial Post, Kylie Cosmetics raked in $420 million in 18 months, mostly via organic
marketing courtesy of founder Kylie Jenner. This year, Forbes famously called her a self-made
billionaire—and reported that she has made $900 million in less than three years with her
brand. Her status as both an online influencer and the member of an uber-famous TV family
has propelled Kylie Cosmetics to success with young consumers, many of whom watch her
every move online and are proud to be a part of the Kylie Brandom.
The lists of hottest beauty brands are full of new names—as mentioned above, young
consumers' love of indie brands is upending the beauty market. Rihanna’s Fenty Beauty, which
went viral and has sparked a wave of inclusiveness across the industry, is winning more
market share, and ranked number two on the hot beauty brand list among both 18-24-yearolds and 25-36-year-olds. Fenty appeals to The Diversity Tipping Point generation with inclusive
shades of makeup and also opts for lower price points, which according to Billboard, has
actually upped the brand’s average consumer spend above lines like Kylie Cosmetics.
But while upstarts Fenty, Kylie, and Glossier all made the lists, more longstanding brands were
also deemed hot by young female consumers. Ulta and Sephora, which have both seen sales
surge in recent years and are actively cultivating their communities of young fans, ranked in
the top 10 among all three groups.
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